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1. SUMMARY 
 

The nineteenth Meeting of Minds Winning Advisers took place on Tuesday 15 October at Tylney Hall Hotel, 
Hampshire. This document summarises the key issues raised in the topics discussed during the roundtables 
that took place on the day. 

A Meeting of Minds Winning Advisers is a biannual strategic forum organised by Owen James. It is an 
opportunity for some 60 plus owner managers of independently spirited IFA firms to come together with 
product and service providers keen to engage with them on a strategic level. These Meetings provide a neutral 
environment where they can examine industry issues, opportunities and develop business strategies to address 
them.  

Participants enjoy access to strategic insight, active involvement in shaping the industry and networking at the 
highest level. 

The day is a blend of roundtable sessions addressing a pre-researched and pre-agreed agenda with open 
discussion led by objective and professional moderators; keynotes provided by external speakers whose remit 
is to spark debate and encourage fresh and original thinking; plus substantial networking both structured and 
unstructured.  

To find out more about taking part, please contact Charlie Martin at Owen James: 
charliemartin@owenjamesgroup.com or you can contact her on 01483 861 334. 
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2. THIS REPORT 

 
The Roundtable sessions were facilitated by: 

• Dave Edwards, Esperto Business Solutions  

• Richard Clarke, Independent Consultant   

• Juliet Valdinger, Independent Consultant 

• John Chapman, Orion Consultancy Ltd   

• Roderic Rennison, Rennison Consulting Ltd 

• Paul Miles, Silverback Consultancy 

• Martyn Laverick, Soprano Consulting 

• Henry Tapper, Age Wage 

We are very grateful for the time and energy they have expended on making A Meeting of Minds Winning 
Advisers a success and hope you will consider this report an interesting, thought-provoking and accessible 
read. As ever, your feedback is much appreciated.  

We would also like to thank the independent experts who were part of the sessions for sharing their 
knowledge and giving us their time and energy both in the run up to this Meeting and on the day.  

3. THE SPONSORS 
 
We would like to thank our sponsors who made the Meeting of Minds possible. The following companies took 
part and their motivation for doing so is threefold:  

• To be, and be seen as being, supportive of the industry; 
• To understand the stresses and strains being placed on financial advisery firms and, where 

possible, respond to them; 
• To talk openly with these business leaders with a view to ensuring that their businesses are 

strategically aligned 
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4. THE ROUNDTABLE WRITE UPS  
 

Modern philanthropy made simple – a look at impact investing 

Expert: Simon Holmes – BMO Global  

Facilitator: Juliet Valdinger – Independent Consultant  

HEADLINES 

• 2 in 3 people agree that they have a responsibility to make the world better, want their investments 
to make a difference, and think financial institutions should avoid investing in companies that harm 
people or the planet. 

• There is now more than $30 trillion of assets in responsible and sustainable investments globally and 
it’s expected that this will grow and move into the mainstream. 

• The EU Action Plan on Sustainable Finance comes into force at the end of 2020 and it requires 
advisers to assess, and document, the sustainability preferences of their clients. The proposed 
Disclosure Regulation defines sustainability risk as: "...an environmental, social or governance (ESG) 
event or condition that, if it occurs, could cause an actual or a potential material negative impact on 
the value of the investment arising from an adverse sustainability impact." 

• The EU proposes introducing a definition of ESG preferences. ‘ESG preferences’ mean a client’s or a 
potential client’s choice as to whether and which environmentally sustainable investments, social 
investments or good governance investments should be integrated into his or her investment strategy. 

• It proposes firms should be able to demonstrate that they have in place adequate policies and 
procedures to ensure that they understand and are able to invest and assess a client’s outputs and 
outcomes. 

• EU goals of change in legislation: “To enable investment firms that provide investment advice and portfolio 
management to recommend suitable products to their clients. Those investment firms should introduce their 
suitability assessment questions that help identify the client’s individual ESG preferences. In accordance with 
their obligation to act in the best interests of the client, recommendations to the clients should reflect both the 
financial objectives and where relevant, the ESG preferences expressed by those clients”. 
 

KEY CHALLENGES 

• The current MiFID only requires advisers to ask clients for their financial intentions and risks, and 
asks nothing about clients’ non-financial objectives.  

• Advisers lack clear understanding of the jargon behind ESG, social investment, impact investment, 
venture philanthropy, philanthropy and how they could supply suitable services or signpost their 
clients in response to the increasing number of questions they are being asked about what clients 
could do with their funds and if they want to invest in sustainability-led funds. 

• Investors’ children are starting to ask their parents where their investments are going and challenging 
them with questions as they are keen to know the impact their parents’ money is having on others.  

• Supply chain knowledge – it’s hard to understand all the facets within it and what difference one 
change here is making to the end product – where should advisers go to source that information? 

• To what extent should an IFA influence where their clients invest and how much should their own 
morals affect the advice they give to their clients? 

 
CONCLUSIONS/SOLUTIONS  
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• Part of the EU’s efforts is to align European policy framework and investing with the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). SDGs have become a valuable tool for advisers to use as they provide a 
platform which advisers can use to engage with their clients and provide examples of where their 
investments are going, and their 169 targets can become aligned with KPIs. 

• Advisers need to learn how to start and manage the conversation with their clients about their 
interest in ESG and socially-minded investments, and understand their clients’ different levels of 
expectation and acceptance, without putting them on the spot.  

• Would clients prefer to Avoid hard and mitigate ESG risks, Benefit all stakeholders or Contribute to 
solutions? 

 
 

Insights from the clients of advisory firms: what do they value, and how can referrals be 
better utilised to attract more of them? 

Expert: Steven Greenfield - Dimensional Global Investors 

Facilitator: Martyn Laverick – Soprano Consulting  

HEADLINES 

• Focus on Net Promoter scores for firms as large brands use it as a way of better understanding what 
their clients think 

• On the stats given the question raised was around the MI and would it be different for advised clients 
v non advised clients 

• The view was that detractors have often had a more transactional relationship with a firm based on 
investment returns 

• There is now a considerable difference between a professional services relationship which a lot of 
firms offer compared to the traditional financial services business 

 
KEY CHALLENGES 

• Understanding what the clients really value and not making assumptions based on what you think you 
know 

• Not all clients initially want an ongoing service and some may initially want a transactional service. 
They want to experience what you have to offer first before making the commitment. How can firms 
facilitate this? 

• Most firms did not have a formal referral process in place or indeed have referrals as part of their 
culture. How do you change this? SJP is a good example of a firm that makes it easy for clients to give 
referrals 

• One firm quoted that surveys had become too predictable and had stopped doing them. An 
alternative approach would be client ‘boards’ to better help understand the clients 

 

CONCLUSIONS/SOLUTIONS  

• Understanding your clients in a deeper way than you have done before is key 
• Do you know who your net promoter clients are and what are you doing for them? If not what are 

you doing about it? 
• There is more commonality from clients across other parts of the world regarding what they want 

from a financial services firm than we suspect. 
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Walking the tightrope of demonstrating value while maximising profitability – session 1 

Expert: Nick French – Marlborough Fund Managers 

Facilitator: Richard Clarke – Independent Consultant  

ADVISER FIRM REVENUES ARE GROWING - IS THERE A THREAT TO THIS? 

• From a revenue perspective there has never been a better time to be a financial planner than the past 
five years 

• There is fee pressure coming from the FCA and customers are being invited by the media to question 
the value of intermediaries or advisers through matters like St James Place charging and adviser 
reward model, the London Capital Finance scandal and Hargreaves Lansdown’s Top 50 ranking of the 
troubled Woodford funds.  The claims management ambulance chaser companies are starting to 
encourage clients to seek redress from tier advisers for poor product investment performance 

• If the equity bull market run ends and we see a sharp reduction in values (some predicting a sustained 
30% or more correction) then clients will inevitably look at the cost component of their reduced 
investment return with consequent demand for fees to be reviewed and possibly reduced and there 
will be a higher risk of a rise in complaints etc. 

• If markets fall the revenue of financial planners (a high proportion of which is linked to AUM levels) 
will also fall, even if not linearly. 

• The costs of doing business are rising – talent is expensive to hire and retain, PII costs are rising and 
compliance, regulatory & technology costs continue to increase. 

• The FCA is becoming a price regulator - see latest comments on cost of up front advice for pension 
transfer advice 

 
ARE CLIENT FEE SENSITIVE? THERE ARE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LONG STANDING 
AND NEW CLIENTS 

• In a recent Aegon survey only 3% of clients said they would be prepared to pay £2000 or more for 
initial advice on how to invest £250,000 but that is indeed the typical fee they are actually paying in 
75% of cases 

• Although clients are loyal, Aegon survey data suggests that 28% of clients will review their existing 
adviser relationship within the next 12 months and two thirds of them would do that for cost reasons 

• On the premise that 80% of revenue comes from 20% of clients, for a typical adviser this means the 
top 30 clients is where the attention should be focused 

• A menu of annual service changes has attractions when looking at a 20 year plus client relationship 
but it is complicated to implement as each client has their own needs and these may change as their 
personal circumstances change respective of their age or length of client tenure 

• In many firms the top 30 clients are subsidising a bank of unprofitable clients and the fear is that 
reducing fees for the top 30 clients will have too great a damage on overall profitability – a less 
perverse strategy would be to price upwards or exit those unprofitable clients  Similarly advisers 
should not take on new clients who are not prepared to pay your firm’s fees 

• For many long term clients who have a deep trusted relationship with their adviser, ‘fees do not 
matter’   

• However for new or potential clients there is fee pressure and different clients have different views 
on what is acceptable, for example some resent high initial fees preferring to pay a higher fee for 
ongoing annual advice than paying for setting up the relationship.  Others are happy to pay for work 
done up front but are dubious about a high annual servicing fee which may not involve much adviser 
time.  
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WHAT IS THE VALUE THAT ADVISERS BRING AND HOW CAN THIS BE ARTICULATED 
TO CLIENTS? 

• The FCA does not understand that financial planning is about trust and relationships not just 
investment performance, digital capability and costs.   

• In the bid to maintain revenue and win new business, Financial Advisers could do more to articulate 
their value.  Data from surveys shows that in terms of value add, clients rank 4th out of 15 that 
advisers can ‘help me maximise my returns’, whereas advisers ranked this as the 14th most valuable 
out of 15 services they provide.  There is clearly a gap to be addressed 

• In reports sent to clients (drafted to be FCA and MIFID II compliant) the biggest focus is on 
investment performance and costs.  By contrast, in the USA, advisory firms put a lower priority on 
performance and more emphasis on tax and estate planning and the more holistic aspects of the 
service which advisers provide to their clients.   

• Technology tools aimed at supporting financial planners are almost all about measuring investment 
performance and largely ignore the hard to measure ‘soft’ aspects of advisers interaction with clients 

• Financial planners striving to provide a holistic advice beyond investment return performance should 
re-evaluate the appropriateness of charging fees linked to the value of the assets they manage by 
which they are, it could be argued unfairly, profiting from fund managers alpha and/or market 
performance 

• Some advisers do charge hourly rates and others offer fixed fees for advice, especially for higher net 
worth clients but the market trend is much more to charge bps linked to Assets under Advice or 
Management 

• Clients need to understand that an annual meeting is not a ten minute exercise but both an audit and 
a future planning exercise 

• The greatest value financial advisers bring is ‘helping a client not screw up’ their financial 
affairs.  Advisers provide peace of mind, protect families and facilitate a happy retirement.   

• Research by Vanguard and separately by Russell Investments suggest that the most significant 
economic benefit to a client of their adviser is to act as a ‘behavioural coach’ which can be quantified 
as 150-200bps per annum 

• Huge value is generated by encouraging clients to utilise all their family’s annual tax allowances 
• Clients understand the benefits of compound investing, perhaps now advisers need to help them 

understand even greater benefits of compounded annual tax savings and estate planning. Maybe a P60 
showing use of tax allowances should be produced? 

• As a note of caution in a heavily regulated market with a history of commission based sales, financial 
advisers should not over sell their value to clients, they should adopt the lower key but largely 
successful charging approach of other professionals such as lawyers and accountants  

• Help and data is available through EDVOA and Marlborough Group for advisers seeking to 
demonstrate their value 

 

Walking the tightrope of demonstrating value while maximizing profits – Session 2 

Expert: Nick French - Marlborough Fund Managers 

Facilitator: Martyn Laverick – Soprano Consulting  

HEADLINES 

• Never been a better time to be an advisory firm 
• Trying to articulate your value is very difficult given much of what is done is not easily measured i.e. 

making a client feel safe 
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• Don’t assume that clients appreciate all the services you deliver – check with them that the services 
are what they want 

• Are we a price sensitive profession or not? 
 

KEY CHALLENGES 

• Getting clients that do not yet take advice engaged with the industry 
• How do we provide these services to a wider market in a profitable manner 
• Do you really know your top 20% of clients and what they really want from you? 
• We have been in a long bull market where annual valuations have always gone up. What will your 

clients say when you take a valuation that has fallen and shows the fees you have taken? 
• Have advisory firms swung too far away from focusing on investment returns when offering planning 

services when in fact clients still put investment returns high up on their agenda? 
 

CONCLUSIONS/SOLUTIONS  

• Firms need to urgently get on the front foot with clients regarding the value they add to help when 
falling valuations happen 

• ‘We are not a mass market proposition’ so stop trying to find a way of appealing to the mass market 
• Know what your top clients want from you and deliver it with a compelling experience 

 

Walking the tightrope of demonstrating value while maximizing profits – Session 3 

Expert: Nick French - Marlborough Fund Managers 

Facilitator: Martyn Laverick – Soprano Consulting  

HEADLINES 

• For the last 10 years, adviser fees have gone up across the board 
• What you do for your clients and how do you justify your fees  
• View is that how fees are charged and the structure of the fees will change with downward pressure 
• Advisers need to get themselves in a position to be able to withstand downward fee pressure by 

being in control of more of the value chain and driving fees down in these areas 
 

KEY CHALLENGES 

• People are not used to a bear market and how to show thier value when valuations are falling 
• Getting to fully understand your clients better – many different ways such as client advisory boards or 

speaking to your most difficult clients. If you can make them happy, you can make all your clients 
happy! 

• How resilient is your business to downward pressure on fees and what steps do you need to take 
now to protect yourself 

• Articulating the ‘value add’ every year is essential but how do you do it 
• Few clients question fees but that could change 
 

CONCLUSIONS/SOLUTIONS  

• Get on the front foot with your clients about the value you add now before we enter a bear market 
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• A wide view is that the % charging structure will change but different views on what the end game will 
look like. What steps are you taking regarding reviewing your charging structure? 

• Understand what your top clients want and manage their expectations as you cannot afford to lose 
them 

 

It’s a family affair – how can advisers close the wealth transfer generation gap? 

Expert: Svenja Keller - Killik & Co                              

Facilitator: Roderic Rennison – Rennison Consulting Ltd  

OVERVIEW 

Over the next 30 years, an estimated £5.5 trillion is due to be passed between generations in the UK. The 
bulk of these transfers will involve beneficiaries who are not yet advised, but who need to be. 
 
The financial planning community is well aware of this challenge, but it is questionable if enough is being done 
to address it. This session explored what steps could or need to be taken to engage with each generation in a 
profitable way and some of the ways that have worked for advisers to achieve their clients’ goals. 
 
The session also explored whether intermediaries had the right people with the appropriate skills to deal with 
the challenges of inter-generational transfers. 
 
EXPECTATION VERSUS REALITY 

Killik & Co has recently undertaken research in relation to inheritance and people’s expectations versus 
reality. Some of the main findings are: 

• 22% of under 35s expecting an inheritance are delaying having children until they receive it. 
• Only 3% of the older generation believe intergenerational wealth transfer is an important component 

in the decision to start a family. 
• 59% of under 35s expecting an inheritance are relying on grandparents to get on the property ladder. 
• Only 7.6% of over 65s plan to pass on the majority of their estate during their lifetime. 
• 13% of under 35s expect to receive their inheritance during the lifetime of their older family 

members. 
• 73% of those expecting to receive an inheritance believe it is essential for their family security. 
• 21% of those due to inherit wealth believe a conversation about inheritance between themselves and 

their elder family members has taken place. 
• 40% of grandparents feel that they have discussed the arrangements for their estate. 

 
What these findings demonstrate is that there is often a mismatch between perception and reality on the part 
of both the older and younger generations. 

 
THE IMPORTANCE OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Emotional intelligence is an important skill set needed by advisers when dealing with intergenerational planning. 
It is relevant in relation to: 

• The way of talking to each generation in ways that engage them in order to ensure that they fully 
understand what they are being told 

• The venue for meetings: whilst the older generation will probably expect and want to meet in an 
office environment, some of the younger generation will want to meet in less formal surroundings. 
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• The way information is conveyed: The older generation may want formal advice in letters or emails, 
whereas the younger generation may want information so that they can make their own decisions 

 
Recruitment is another important area of emotional intelligence; when recruiting advisers who are going to be 
working in this area, it is important to look and test for the requisite skill sets. 
 
INDIVIDUALS VERSUS TEAMS 

Some firms focus on identifying and supporting individuals who can demonstrate that they are capable of 
flexing their individual styles to meet the needs of their clients of different ages and needs 
 
Other firms have gone down a team route where there is a co-ordinated series of services delivered within a 
specialist team all of whom have skills in relevant areas. 
 
THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY 

There was agreement that the use of specific technology is not a solution but rather a way to support 
strategies and deliver convenience and improved processes that can both enhance client satisfaction, whilst at 
the same time improve adviser efficiency. 
 
CHANNEL 

Generally, within the advice space of intergenerational transfers, face to face advice predominates that of 
online or telephone. 
 
CHALLENGES TO BE OVERCOME 

These include: 
• Adviser capacity - the need to free up more time to enable advisers to focus on intergenerational 

matters 
• Revenue – to ensure that the work undertaken is profitable or at least covers costs, this being a 

specific challenge when dealing with the younger generation who will often not have accumulated 
significant sums 

• How to take on the parents of younger clients 
 

SOLUTIONS 

There is no magic bullet but rather a series of possible solutions to implement. Some initiatives that have 
worked for intermediaries present include 

• Family days out – i.e. where both generations participate  
• Pre university briefings on budgeting  
• Proactively seeking to meet clients’ children 
• Setting specific objectives for advisers in relation to their intergenerational activities 
• Utilising advisers with different levels of experience and cost with different generations in order to 

match both ages and complexity of needs. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

For financial planners to be successful, there needs to be a thought through approach that is likely to include 
the following elements: 

• A specific thought-through strategy and the resources to deliver it 
• Advisers with the appropriate skill sets and technical knowledge 
• The effective use of technology, and above all, 
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• The right mindset 
 

It’s all about growth: is merging/acquiring the best way to grow your client base? Or can 
you get the numbers through organic growth? (Sessions 1 and 3) 

Expert: Keith Hare – Benchmark Capital 

Facilitator: John Chapman – Orion Consultancy  

KEY POINTS 

• Growth is tough. 
• You can’t force culture on people – it takes time. 
• Staff recruitment is key for growth. 
• Industry awards are a good recruitment tool. 
• “Baking” a good adviser in-house takes 5-7 years. 
• Technology is not a “Nice to have” when growing rapidly. 
• You have to learn to say “No” as early as possible in a deal that doesn’t feel right. 
• Need advisers that are hunters and farmers. 
 

FOUR KEY GROWTH STRATEGIES 

• Increase fee income per client. 
• More clients, same number of advisers. 
• Increase number of advisers 
• Non-organic growth – acquisitions. 

 

It’s all about growth: is merging/acquiring the best way to grow your client base? Or can 
you get the numbers through organic growth? (Session 2) 

Expert: Keith Hare, Benchmark Capital 

Facilitator: Richard Clarke – Independent Consultant  

ORGANIC GROWTH VS ACQUISITION 

• Acquiring businesses is tough.  Growth is easier to achieve organically and as much effort as possible 
should be expended on the latter before considering buying another business 

• Organic growth takes time, on average it takes 4-7 years for a paraplanner to make it to a financial 
planner assuming this is the career path they want to take 

• Recruiting talent remains a key barrier to growth for small financial planning firms. Suggested sources 
of talent are staff working in banks or life assurance companies who have product knowledge and 
interpersonal skills but are unlikely to bring a client bank with them.  Ex-military staff are also seen as 
potentially attractive recruits into the professions. Apprenticeships are also good but this is a very 
long and uncertain path to getting a fully qualified and client ready financial planner  

• If you want to grow quickly, an acquisition is the best option 
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CULTURE, DEAL STRUCTURE AND POST-DEAL INTEGRATION 
 

• When buying a business, the riskiest aspect is the post-deal integration and more effort should be put 
into planning this than most acquirers do.  Getting this wrong can lead to value destruction rather 
than value creation from doing the deal 

• During the post-acquisition period there are integration and other transitional challenges which can 
involve both the acquirer’s and the acquired company’s management diverting time to internal 
management matters, new practices also take a while to embed and Benchmark’s experience is that 
an acquired company’s profit can drop by some 20-25% during this post-deal phase 

• For smaller firms it is safer to buy the book of business rather than the corporate entity as the latter 
may contain historically liabilities and other issues.  Generally larger businesses are not willing to sell 
just the book.  Furthermore the amount of due diligence needed to be done on a company is much 
greater than when buying the book of business and it may only make sense to do that extra work for 
a larger deal 

 
DUE DILIGENCE 
 

• One key area for due diligence is on pension transfers.   
• Many buyers will only buy businesses which they have previously known for example as a product 

provider using a distributor, a network looking to buy one of its members or a platform buying a user 
firm 

 
SELF EMPLOYED VS. EMPLOYED VALUATION 
 

• Firms with self-employed advisers are less valuable than those with employed advisers because clients 
of the former are often more loyal to the adviser than to the firm.   

• Furthermore, employed advisers are generally easier to control from a regulatory and wider risk 
management perspective which would be more attractive to a buyer seeking to get the acquired firm 
to allow its new owner’s governance procedures and business modus operandi.   

• Restrictive covenants are also harder to enforce for self-employed advisers.   
• Employed advisers are generally more loyal but in the event they do leave the employers will have the 

time under employment contract termination provisions to introduce other advisers to the departing 
adviser’s clients before the leaver starts at their new firm and that may help the client retention 

 

IS SELLING ALL ABOUT PRICE? 

• If you want to be a successful acquirer you need to have better technology and processes than the 
company you are looking to buy 

• Some business owners want to sell their businesses to their staff.  This can be prohibitively expensive 
for the staff to afford so one option may be Employment Ownership Trust (EOT) which is a tax 
efficient way for achieving succession planning.  The downside is it will not generate the same value to 
the vendor as a conventional sale to a buyer and it will change the dynamic of the relationship 
between the staff and the former owner which may be hard for the former owner to 
accept.  Specialist tax and legal advice should be sought if this is an exit route an owner wishes to 
explore 

• Despite best intentions of vendors regarding fit and culture, on most cases money talks and the 
highest bidder often wins.  Beware of valuing non-cash consideration 

• Sellers should be wary of attractive looking earn out figures as it can be extremely hard to hit those 
earn outs and most businesses do not achieve the top maximum earn out price.  The difficulty of 
achieving that earn out would be compounded by the departure post sale of key clients and/or 
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advisers and therefore, to mitigate such risk, it is important to ensure that there is a good cultural fit 
with the new owner  

 

Where next for retirement planning? (Sessions 2 and 3) 

Expert: Russell Bignall – Old Mutual Wealth 

Facilitator: Henry Tapper – Age Wage  

The two meetings addressed Thucydides’ question “The secret to happiness is freedom, isn’t it” and by and 
large both sessions suggested that most people in the room were happy because of the pension freedoms.  
 
However, there were misgivings; the meetings noted that since 2015 the public have become Do It Yourself 
actuaries and prefer to drawdown as pleases them without much regard for the tax consequences of what 
they are doing or for the long-term cashflow considerations of drawing too hard too early. 
 
It has been noted that Tax Free Cash was being used to buy cars, renovate houses, clearing debts and helping 
out the children. One delegate noted that children were putting pressure on their parents to use TFC to put 
down deposits on their houses. 
 
The groups heard that a firm found their customers concerned by  

• a complex web of taxation 
• hidden and opaque fees 
• political involvement  
• pension scams 

 
Some of the delegates took issue with challenging the assertion that drawdown was the default and pointing to 
the number of clients who choose to annuitise, drawdown all their money at once or leave their money in the 
pension. 
 
There was pushback on the provider for not making cash in a pension as accessible as cash in a bank account, 
one group thought that if people saw their pensions as ready sources of cash the numbers cashing out in one 
go would drop. Quilter confirmed that by early 2020 there would be enhancements to the customer’s 
experience that would make this easier. 
 
The FCA was in the room for one of the sessions and both groups discussed COBS9.3 in designing solutions 
for clients. The general conclusion was that the public would need to become more pension savvy for a lasting 
solution to the problems of poor at retirement decision making were to be solved. 
 
Off the topic of drawdown, there was discussion of various FCA publications amounting to 293 pages in one 
hit! CP19/25, the policy paper following the Retirement Outcomes Review and the study of Effective 
competition in non-workplace pensions were discussed. 
 
Finally both groups discussed the taxation landscape as it impacted pension advice. This focused on 

• The tapered annual allowance 
• Tax on withdrawals 
• Emergency tax on withdrawals 
• Money Purchase Annual Allowance 
• Death Benefits 

Three steps to continue the conversation were established 
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• We should consider the implications of drawdown being the new default 
• The regulatory journey is just beginning, where will it take us? 
• How can advisers mitigate the risks of clients making catastrophic mistakes in their retirement 

decision making? 
 

Building business models that will thrive in a post-MiFID II world. We all know the need 
for advice is growing but advisers are struggling to deal with the volume (3 sessions) 

Experts: Dave Fewtrell and Paul Lanigan 

Facilitator: Dave Edwards – Esperto Business Solutions  

BACKGROUND / INTRODUCTION 

• Building business models that will thrive in a post MIFID II world. The need and demand for advice is 
growing, but how can we service the masses and more clients when the cost of servicing is also 
increasing? 

• 50% of clients will be over 50 by 2020 
• How can you engage with next generation clients?  
• Managing CIP in-house – pros v cons – costs and risks 
• Has MIFID II influenced how business owners structure their business?  
• Is technology playing a more significant role in keeping clients updated and engaged? 
• How has MIFID II impacted the way advisers work with new and existing clients? 
• How are you segmenting clients? 
 

POINTS DISCUSSED AND DEBATED 

• Pension freedom has changed the way customers engaged more than MIFID II 
• More administration involved in servicing clients – technology is helping but not enough time to serve 

all clients 
• Productivity levels are increasing but profit margins are down – fixed overheads including additional 

staff are biting 
• PROD rules are also impacting amount of administration on serving clients  
• Firms considering outsourcing CIP as the costs and risk to client are increasing 
• Hybrid CIP arrangements with DFM’s starting to be more common 
• Business/investment specialists play active part of the investment committee as opposed to running 

money in-house 
• Volume of business via Model portfolios starting to grow  
• Pure fee models still the exception – slow transition post RDR 

 
ACTIONS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

• Increase client retention through developing an improved experience – create differentiation factors! 
• Review viability of existing model – where are the profitable client segments  
• Identify areas where technology can deliver efficiencies in process – gift of time! 
• Mapping the processes to make marginal differences 
• Review service proposition as to where clients see value 
• Investigate ways to attract and retain next generation clients 
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Let’s have a look at the next generation investment platforms. What do we think the 
end-to-end experience is going to look like? 

Expert: Richard Bradley – Platforum 

Facilitator: Roderic Rennison – Rennison Consulting Ltd 

HISTORY AND DIRECTION OF TRAVEL FOR THE PLATFORM MARKET 

Advisers were almost the sole contact point for clients. Products were bought via advisers, who picked from a 
wide variety of asset managers/life products etc. 
 
We’ve had the rise of platforms over the last couple of decades. They first facilitated open architecture. A 
typical platform due diligence question pre-RDR was ‘how many funds are available on the platform?’ 
 
We’re at a new stage. We’re now seeing a rise in narrower centralised investment propositions. The need for 
a huge variety of products is giving way to a need for the right products. 
 
At the same time, advisers are increasingly using third-party software to help them with risk profiling and 
cashflow modelling. There are also third-party discretionary managers. Integration of all these different 
systems. 
 
The next generation of platforms will not look much like the services we call platforms today. Platforms today 
were developed as fund marketplaces. We now have a full ecosystem surrounding clients, advisers and asset 
managers. Platforms are currently one component. Some platforms will be defined in future as investment 
engines, plugging into advisers’ other systems. Other platforms will act as a hub for other systems, and some 
will absorb other functionality to potentially be a one-stop shop. 
 

NEXT GENERATION INVESTMENT PLATFORMS 

The user experience 
 
Research tends to find that advisers are concerned with improving efficiency at the moment, with further 
pressure from regulation etc. Customer acquisition is therefore low on the agenda.  

• How much of ‘improving the journey’ is for the customer and how much for improving advisers’ own 
efficiency? 

• Where does the biggest disconnect lie for customers? What can be done to streamline the process?  
• What are clients (and advisers) spending too much time on? 

 

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 

Integration is commonly cited as a huge problem for advisers. The UK advice market is dominated by SME 
firms, so most software is implemented off-the-shelf with little customisation. We have seen a huge increase in 
use of third-party services: risk profiling, cashflow modelling, outsourced discretionary management etc. 
 

• Which provider is most likely to ‘step up’ to be the main hub for advisers/clients? Platform, back 
office, any other provider? 
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• Which is the main channel for client communications? Face-to-face, email, phone. Is there a client 
portal? Who provides that portal? 

• How would systems be better integrated? 
 

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 

With open banking and pension dashboards on the horizon, we should have even greater access to data. We 
also have the prospect of AI and process automation. 

• Is the additional data going to be useful? Or will it just add noise? 
• How open are you to exploring some of these new areas? 
• Robo advice has been generally poo pooed by advisers... and yet the use of third-party model 

portfolios is rising rapidly, which looks remarkably similar. What’s the most efficient and ‘customer-
friendly’ way of running a portfolio? 

 
FUTURE PROPOSITIONS 

The lines between platform, asset manager, back office and other third-party technology are constantly shifting. 
Advisers’ investment propositions are increasingly tied up with platforms and providers. 
 

• Will platforms just be transaction and custody engines, or a central pillar to advisers’ propositions? 
• Where will the platform end and the back office begin?  
• Will advisers be building their own technology systems, bringing together platform and back office? 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

We are in a fast-changing market, but it is one where advisers are dominant who have, through their client 
relationship, the means to influence the design and delivery of platforms. It is key that they meet the future 
needs of clients first and foremost, but it is important that in doing so, they also enable information and data to 
be stored and accessed effectively and seamlessly. 
 

Changing market trends and how this impacts advice. With falling numbers of 
investment advisers and the average age of those who are active, what does the future 
hold for the advice landscape? 

Expert: Steve Martell – Tatton Investment Management 

Facilitator: John Chapman – Orion Consulting  

KEY POINTS 

• There are still over 11,000 advisory firms with almost 6,000 being directly regulated. 
• There are almost 2,700 directly regulated one-man bands. 
• The average age of IFAs is getting older. 
• The consolidation trend of the last 10 years is accelerating 
• There are over 110 acquirers in the market. 
• The technology trend has changed from robo-advice to technology enabled advice where technology 

supports improved productivity and client engagement. 
• Margins are contracting in asset management and platforms while financial planning margins have 

increased. 
• The FCA and HMRC continually provide challenges to IFA models. 
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• The PI market is tightening and premiums are rising dramatically. 
• There is a strong move by advisers to centralised investment propositions focused on model 

portfolios. Many are outsourcing these MPS solutions to DFM’s. 
• Advisers who outsource need to understand the difference between the DFM providing this service 

as “Agent as Client” or “Reliance on Others”. PFS have provided a very good guide on this subject 
 

How becoming a digital advisory business can enhance your client experience and 
deepen your relationship with them as well as support productivity 

Expert: Paul Morley – Intelliflo 

Facilitator: Paul Miles – Silverback Consultancy  

HEADLINES 

Robo and Digital are very different things. The pressures for becoming digital are: 
• Regulatory 
• Operational efficiency 
• Investors are on a journey from Advised to Advised/Robo to Robo 
• Onboarding of clients needs to become digital 
• Make sure your technology suits the service your clients want 
• The Robo models that have succeeded have done so by converting existing customers and not in 

attracting new customers 
• The hybrid models of Robo have been successful and therefore IFAs are ideally positioned should 

they introduce a digital solution to complement their existing business 
• Parts of the advice process lend themselves to being automated 
• There is no truly digitalised solution in the UK yet 
• A digital experience needs to offer more than just a product 
• It is recognised that there would be a lower cost to providing a digital solution 
• Behaviours are changing 

 
KEY CHALLENGES 

• When should you make the investment to incorporate more digital into the business? 
• Cost of implementation 
• Pain of switching technology, particularly back office systems 
• Trusting that the technology will be relevant in the future 
• How to deliver two types of service 
• The definition of a ‘Digital Solution’ and of ‘Advice’ is not consistent 

 
CONCLUSIONS / SOLUTIONS 

• If you don’t make a decision to become more digital now, you will get further and further behind the 
service offered by your peers 

• Look towards modern technology that has good integrations and can support your business in a post 
RDR world now and in the future 

• Implement technology that can be bespoke to your business 
• Don’t underestimate the importance of DATA and the power of having one truth 
• Digitalisation should be encouraged, it will create efficiencies to improve profits, but also it will enable 

employees to do the tasks that they enjoy and really make a difference 
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• Businesses should be indifferent to their advice offering as long as price and services are appropriately 
aligned 

• Consideration should be given to providing a digital solution to compliment Advice. Care should be 
given to how this is introduced to clients 

• We may see the larger providers of Digital Solutions providing white labelled versions to help 
strategic partners 

 
 
A masterclass in understanding the different potential offered by AI, RPA, big data, 
machine learning, the Cloud and Voice 

Expert: Alex Sbardella - GDR Creative Intelligence  

Facilitator: Paul Miles – Silverback Consultancy  

HEADLINES 

• We live in a tech savvy world 
• Clients can be affected by other brands, ie Google, Tesco, etc 
• No one really knows how many jobs will be taken by AI 
• BUT every job will have some form of automation 
• It is already part of our lives – train tickets, costs are examples 
• Human contact is now seen as a premium service 
• Data is the new oil, arguably more important 
• The elderly use voice activation more than the young 
• Don’t make the mistake of thinking the elderly do not use the internet 
• Customer experience is now more important than price 
• Is your technology for you or your client? 

 
KEY CHALLENGES 

• Knowing which technology is best for your business and clients 
• Joining up systems to support processes and become more efficient 
• Cost of implementation 

 
CONCLUSIONS / SOLUTIONS 

• Human contact is now seen as a premium service 
• No clarity re AI replacing jobs as the many papers written on this subject differ 
• Most people use the Cloud but make sure you also have a back up 
• Use technology to optimise processes 
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